non-native fish, the mussel-eating round goby (Neogobius melanostomus). Biologists are now exploring other ways to take advantage of native predators to tackle invasives. This shift towards leveraging the strength and complexity of natural systems is a recurring theme in environmental restoration.
The construction of the "back door" that links the Great Lakes to the Mississippi watershed -which drains 40% of the continental United States -was completed in 1848. This safeguarded the water supply for Chicago, Illinois, by sending sewage down the Mississippi River rather than into Lake Michigan. With it, the Great Lakes have become vulnerable to yet more invasive species, most notably the Asian carp that have overrun the Mississippi watershed.
We are still far from a solution, as Egan shows. Record-shattering extremes have abounded over the past decade across the Great Lakes, ranging from record low water levels immediately followed by record high ice cover and rises in lake levels, to massive 'dead zones' of hypoxia -low oxygenand harmful algal blooms. One bloom shut down the water supply in Toledo, Ohio, for two days in 2014.
Egan weaves solid quantitative scientific information into a narrative rich with tales of individuals who have spearheaded engineering projects, witnessed their consequences or studied their implications. This leaves the reader with a trove of knowledge, told like a great story rather than an academic lecture. I did wish for a few maps, pictures or diagrams to illustrate key ideas and to introduce the invasive protagonists. A deeper exploration of parallels with the expansion of non-native species in other parts of the world would also have been welcome, and links to water quality, fluctuating lake levels and climate change felt a bit tangential in places. Overall, however, the book is an impeccably researched portrayal of a fascinating story.
The path ahead is perhaps best illustrated by two quotes that Egan cites. In 1995, Ismail Serageldin, then World Bank vicepresident, opined that "the wars of this century have been fought over oil, and the wars of the next century will be on water". The US naturalist Aldo Leopold wrote in the 1940s that "a thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic community". This book is a reminder that human communities are part of the broader biotic community; it enjoins us to choose Leopold's vision The real war on terror is the fight against pandemics -foes that can devastate entire regions at speed. Here, epidemiologist Michael Osterholm, with Mark Olshaker, describes science at that fraught frontline. A veteran of campaigns against SARS and Ebola, Osterholm draws on medical history and bruising personal experience to examine challenges ranging from political complacency to the microbial free-for-all of globalization. A 'tabletop exercise' imagining the impact of a virulent influenza epidemic today, and a clear plan for a global crisis response, give added weight to this call to arms.
Bee Quest Dave Goulson Jonathan cape (2017)
Entomologist Dave Goulson journeyed as far as Patagonia to track down populations of the world's rarest bumblebees. The result is this fun serial travelogue and ode to diverse countryside. But Goulson is no misty-eyed nostalgic; he notes that subsidizing traditional farming practices could create "a Disneyesque parody of rural life". He ends on steps to bring insects back to cities, and the conviction that nature left alone recovers. In a world skewed towards saving photogenic mammals, Goulson extols the intrinsic importance of insects, rather than their economic value.
Life on Ice: A History of New Uses for Cold Blood
Joanna Radin University of chicago press (2017) "These frozen populations, these time-travelling resources" -so medical historian Joanna Radin describes the estimated 600 million human tissue specimens biobanked for US medical research. Her sharply original history focuses on serum collected from indigenous communities and frozen during the cold war. Some samples have had a starry afterlife: one from the Belgian Congo, taken in 1959, later became the oldest trace of HIV/AIDS on record. Radin sweeps from the emergence of cryonics to the rise of genomics -and from burning ethical debates over indigenous rights to ancestral remains. 26-27; 2013) . Here he delves into another overlooked resource -soil. This "wonderland" may be packed with one-third of all organisms, but we treat it like dirt: much of Manhattan is entombed under 125 million tonnes of materials. Bogard reminds us of the riches underfoot, from New York's Central Park soil biome, which teems with thousands of freshly discovered species, to terrestrial pitstops that keep migrating birds on the wing.
The Ground Beneath Us

